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Abstract
Objective: Evaluation of the life impact of Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome (CFS) over 5 years. Methods: Thirty-three adult
patients meeting 1988 and 1994 CDC case criteria answered
identical questionnaires at diagnosis and 5 years later, when a
retrospective questionnaire was also completed. Results: Work
disability was very high and increased further, social isolation
remained high, emotional adjustment improved. There were
increased problems with reading and with allergies. Two
measures of improvement were used: The relation between these
measures was weak. Length of illness, extent of disability and

emotional adjustment were poorly related to measures of
improvement. Average illness scores were unchanged, but most
individuals improved in some ways while worsening or remaining
the same in others. Only one participant (3%) neared recovery,
one other was substantially better but still severely disabled.
Conclusion: CFS patients exhibit severe, long-term functional
impairment. Substantial improvement is uncommon, less than 6%.
Allergies and aspects of cognition may worsen, emotional
adjustment often improves.
D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Studies of the natural course of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
(CFS) have produced inconsistent results, some showing
significant proportions of patients improving or recovering,
others contradicting these findings. Reasons cited for this
variation include heterogeneity due to type of onset, differing types of sample (primary care, specialized clinic, population) and use of different case definitions. Three CFS case
definitions have been in use over a period of 10 –15 years:
two CDC-defined definitions, Holmes et al. [1] and Fukuda
et al. [2], and also a more lenient set of criteria, which does
not require eight or more minor symptoms, Sharpe et al. [3].
The latter is often referred to as the ‘‘Oxford’’ definition.
Other factors contributing to inconsistent results have been
the lack of strict diagnostic work-up, problems with instruments, low response rates, reliance on overly simplified
self-reports of improvement and the apparent heterogeneity
$
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of the illness itself. Another important reason for the
inconsistency is that follow-up periods vary considerably.
Joyce et al. [4] performed a systematic review in 1997 of
all studies of recovery from CFS. Length of follow-up
varied from a few months to 3 years. In studies of subjects
meeting operational CFS definitions, < 10% returned to
premorbid levels of functioning. In the remaining studies
of patients in primary care, where less stringent criteria were
used, at least 40% of patients improved. Hill et al. [5]
followed severely ill patients for up to 4 years (average 3.4
years) and found that only 4% recovered. van der Werf et al.
[6] found that complete recovery occurred only in patients
with symptom duration of less than 15 month. Levine et al.
[7] followed patients with epidemic neuromyasthenia for
10 years (New Zealand), and Strickland et al. [8] did a
10-year follow-up of an outbreak (Lake Tahoo) with very
heterogeneous fatigue patients. Both studies found recovery
rates of great variation depending on the measure used.
Tiersky et al. [9] studied neuropsychological functioning
and employment status in CFS patients in a specialized
clinic. The patients were reevaluated after a mean period of
3 years and 7 months following their initial visit. Results
indicated that objective and subjective attention abilities,
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mood, level of fatigue and disability improve over time.
However, overall, the prognosis for CFS appears to be poor,
as the majority of participants remained functionally
impaired over time and were unemployed at follow-up,
despite the noted improvements.
Jason et al. [10] reviewed four studies on communitybased subtypes of CFS. They found variations in sociodemographics, illness onset, illness duration, symptom
frequency, comorbidity and stressful precipitating events
affected outcome measures of fatigue, symptom severity,
functional ability and psychiatric comorbidity.
DeBecker et al. [11] performed a definition-based analysis of symptoms in a large cohort of patients with CFS to
assess the Holmes and Fukuda definitions compared
with idiopathic chronic fatigue patients not meeting either
CFS case definition. They found patients meeting the
Holmes criteria had both more symptoms and the most
severe symptoms. Jason et al. [12] compared the Fukuda
definition with the ‘‘Oxford’’ and concluded that using
the latter case definition probably produces more heterogeneous patients groups, including some patients with
purely psychiatric disorders.
Hickie et al. [13] studied temporal stability of chronic
fatigue patients in primary care over 1 year and found that
chronic fatigue is a persistent diagnosis over time. Bell et al.
[14] followed pediatric cases from his practice for up to
13 years and found 80% of patients with ‘‘satisfactory
outcome,’’ but with mild to moderate persisting symptoms.
One conclusion supported by all studies is that CFS
patients who fulfill strict diagnostic criteria [1,2] have worse
prognosis compared to patients fulfilling lenient criteria.
Functional impairment in CFS is well documented,
starting in 1995 with Wessely [15]. Schweitzer et al. [16]
studied the impact of CFS on social and family relationships, work and recreational activities. They found significantly impaired quality of life (QOL), especially in areas of
social functioning. Anderson and Ferrans [17] found the
overall scores on their QOL index to be significantly lower
in CFS than in other chronic illness groups. Buchwald et al.
[18] used the Short-Form General Health Survey (SF-36) in
patients with CFS and chronic fatigue seen in a universitybased referral clinic. Among the factors found to be associated with functional limitations, increasing fatigue
appeared to have the greatest effect. Hardt et al. [19] studied
profiles of impairments in patients from three different
countries using the SF-36. Patients scored below normal
on all subscales. They concluded that health-related QOL is
poor in CFS patients from all three countries. All in all,
these findings unambiguously suggest that QOL is particularly and uniquely disrupted in CFS.
The purpose of this study is to illustrate in more detail
than previously the impact on patients’ lives of severe CFS
(meeting both Holmes and Fukuda case criteria). Daily
activities, social isolation, cognitive difficulties and neuropsychological problems were studied over a 5-year period,
using two kinds of self-report measure. Focusing on groups

of patients functionally improved, worsened or remained
unchanged over this period, we present a detailed and
complex picture of the natural course of this illness over 5
years in a carefully diagnosed, culturally and ethnically
homogeneous sample.

Methods
Data acquisition and scoring
In March of 1994 (Time One) a questionnaire was sent to
the first 37 patients who had been diagnosed with CFS using
the 1988 criteria [1] at the Department of Infectious Diseases, Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen. The same physician saw
all patients. Work-up included physical history and examination, psychiatric examination and laboratory tests including blood cell count, immunoglobulins, C-reactive protein,
electrolyte panel, renal, hepatic and thyroid function, and
rheumatological and virological screening. Further tests
were used when indicated. When the 1994 case criteria
[2] became available, each patient was seen again by the
same physician, resulting in one exclusion for obesity and a
changed (non-CFS) diagnosis. This left a sample of 35
consecutive cases meeting both case criteria. Over the
following 5 years, the physician saw each of these patients
at least five times in the hospital outpatient clinic. All 35
questionnaires were completed and returned.
Exactly 5 years later, in March 1999 (Time Two), two
questionnaires were mailed to these patients. One, which was
identical to the Time One questionnaire, called herein the
Repeated Measure. The second, called herein the One-Time
Measure, asked patients to rate symptoms and functional
changes over the 5 years. Thirty-four of the 35 responded.
One of these was excluded because she had in the interim
been diagnosed with melancholic major depression and was
symptom-free following ECT treatment. Another did not feel
that she could respond meaningfully to the One-Time questionnaire because, in the interim, she had been treated
for Addison’s disease. Thus, 33 patients (94% of the
original sample) completed identical questionnaires at Time
One and Time Two, and 32 answered the second (One-Time
Measure) questionnaire.
All patients were Caucasian, ethnically and culturally
Danish, 28 females, 7 males. Female mean age was 41.1 years
(range 25 –56). Male mean age was 46.4 years (range 25–
58). Median 1994 duration of illness was 4 years (range 1–
33, mean 6.2). Prior to illness, 33 had been employed full
time outside the home and one had been in charge of a large
household with social duties. Occupations prior to illness
onset ranged from manual labor (concrete worker, semiskilled laborer) through a range of midlevel jobs (typist, bank
clerk, nursery school teacher) to careers requiring extensive
education (physician, dentist, editor-in-chief).
The Repeated Measure is a QOL questionnaire based on
clinical experience. It concerns coping with daily living and
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consists of three sections: Section 1 ‘‘Questions regarding
your social life, work situation, etc.,’’ Section 2 ‘‘Questions
regarding your cognitive abilities, memory, etc.’’ and Section 3 ‘‘Neuropsychological problems, allergies, etc.’’ (see
Appendix A). Most items ask for details of current functioning, but some are symptom-oriented. Most questions call for
checked responses, but a few require numerical answers
(e.g., hours slept at night) or to write a word or two (type of
job held before illness, treatments, hobbies, etc.).
The One-Time Measure is a retrospective questionnaire
asking ‘‘Questions regarding the difference between now and
5 years ago.’’ It includes global questions about improvement (‘‘Has your health improved in general during the last
5 years?’’) as well as functional questions (see Appendix B).
Questionnaires were constructed in Danish, and the
number of questions was limited in order to secure a high
return rate. A pilot experiment was performed with five
volunteers receiving the Repeated Measure twice 2 weeks
apart. For each volunteer, the second set of responses was
100% identical to the first.
Analysis of data
Scaleable responses to the Repeated Measure were
scored on a three-point scale, with the lowest score indicating no CFS-related disability or (on symptom-related
questions) improvement. The highest score represented
maximum disability or that the symptoms were much worse.
Responses were summed across questions within years
and were divided by the maximum possible score to obtain
the percent of disability on the respective item. Changes in
scores from Time One to Time Two were used as a measure
of improvement or worsening. Sets of responses from
individual patients were summed together (such as an entire
section, or a coherent subset of a section).
Four Section 3 questions about mental health (3, 4, 5 and
6a) were scored together and used as a measure of depression/anxiety (D/A).
Patients were categorized as ‘‘Better’’ or ‘‘Worse,’’
respectively, if their score improved or worsened with
more than 4 points and with minimum 10%, from Time
One to Time Two. Patients with lesser change in scores were
categorized as ‘‘No change.’’
The One-Time Measure was scored + 1 or
1 for
answers indicating improving or worsening, and 0 for
‘‘No change’’ or ‘‘Don’t know’’ responses. Patients were
categorized as ‘‘Better’’ or ‘‘Worse,’’ if their mean score on
the questions regarding overall health (general health,
severity and number of symptoms) was equal to or more
than + 1 or 1, respectively. Patients with lesser change in
scores were categorized as ‘‘No change.’’
Statistical analysis
Scores at Time One and Time Two were correlated using
Spearman Rank Order Correlation. Statistical analysis was
used only to correlate section and total scores from Time
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One to Time Two. Factor analysis of all questions was
considered and rejected as not be technically feasible. In the
absence of such analysis the grouping of questions into
sections for statistical purposes could not be validated.
Section scores do have face validity and are reported, along
with group responses to various individual questions, as a
description of this sample’s experience of CFS.

Results
Results for the Repeated Measure
Activities of daily life
In 1994, work disability was 77% (Table 1). Of the 35
patients, 25 had stopped working completely, 4 had various
part-time works and only 6 patients had remained in
previous jobs. In 1999, work disability had increased to
91%. One patient was in a part-time supported employment,
two were part-time students and one was self-employed less
than full time. None had full time or regular employment.
Housework disability was 56% in 1994 and was almost
unchanged in 1999.
Social impairment was high with all items tested: family
contact, contact with friends, out-of-home activity. Disability for these items scored from 37% to 69%. Out-of-home
entertainment had especially high scores. Only very small
changes were seen in these scores from Time One to Time
Two. Reading books and magazines showed increased
disability (Table 1).
Cognitive abilities and memory
Three items in this group of questions showed increased
disability from Time One to Time Two (Table 2). Difficulty in attention while reading increased from 58% to
70%, difficulty with learning new names from 40% to 54%
and difficulty maintaining focus while performing an inhome activity in the presence of distraction increased from
46% to 61%.

Table 1
Mean disability: activities of daily lifea
Type of activity

1994 (%)

1999 (%)

Illness-related work disability
Illness-related housekeeping disability
Social impairment, family, in home
Social impairment, family, out of home
Social impairment, friends, in home
Social impairment, friends, out of home
Reduced out-of-home entertainment
Reduced in-home entertainment
Reduced reading: books
Reduced reading: magazines
Reduced time spent on former hobbies

77
56
56
37
56
54
69
14
54
13
75

91
53
48
42
53
52
68
12
62
33
59

a
From Repeated Measure Questionnaire Section 1, Questions 3 – 11.
Expressed as a percentage of highest possible disability (higher score =
greater disability).
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Table 2
Mean disability: cognitive abilities and memorya

Table 3
Mean disability: neuropsychological problems and allergiesa

Cognitive category

1994 (%)

1999 (%)

Type of problem

1994 (%)

1999 (%)

Attention deficit while reading
Absent mindedness
Driving-related cognition impairment
Immediate memory impairment
Difficulty learning names
Intolerance of interruption
Word-finding difficulty
Difficulty making decisions
Daydreaming
Forgetting names
Problems keeping focus
Tip-of-tongue problem

58
62
41
28
40
54
46
50
39
58
46
71

70
59
33
32
54
58
45
51
40
62
61
71

Problems with vision (light sensitivity, other)
Problems with hearing (tinnitus, etc.)
Irritability, arguing
Panic attacks
Losing temper
Feeling depressed in general
Depressed by illness, feeling hopeless
Thoughts of suicide
Sleep problems
Nightmares
Nighttime urination
Reduced sexual activity
If sexual activity is reduced, it is because of:
(a) Reduced desire
(b) Lack of energy
Symptoms worsened by physical stress
Symptoms worsen by mental stress
Symptoms fluctuate
Allergies, chemical intolerance

75
66
73
48
63
66
65
27
96
50
66
79

76
65
70
32
51
54
69
17
87
43
69
81

55
92
87
76
85
75

42
91
90
63
84
84

a
From Repeated Measure Questionnaire Section 2, Questions 1 – 12.
Expressed as a percentage of highest possible disability score (higher
score = greater disability).

Almost no change was seen from 1994 to 1999 in the
other items studied. These included immediate memory,
word-finding ability and forgetting names. These items
scored from 28% to 62%, respectively. Tip-of-the-tongue
problems scored high both years, 71% (Table 2).
Driving a car was problematic for a large minority of
patients, scoring 41% and 33% in the respective years.
Many patients stated that they felt unable to cope with
traffic, or that they could do only one thing at a time. Some
did not have a car (five in 1994 and four in 1999). No
information was provided on whether those without a car
had disposed of one due to CFS-related illness.
Neuropsychological problems, allergies, etc.
Table 3 shows that problems with vision and hearing
scored around 70% and remained the same from Time One
to Time Two. Emotional problems tended to improve,
including all aspects of the D/A score. Panic attacks scored
48% in 1994 and were reduced to 32% in 1999. Losing
temper was reduced from 63% to 51%. Feeling depressed in
general also moved downward from 66% to 54%. Similarly,
thoughts of suicide were at 27% in 1994 and moved
downward to 17% in 1999. Depressed feelings and hopelessness about the illness, however, scored high at both
times, around 65%.
Sleep problems were massive in 1994, scoring 96%,
slightly improving to 87% in 1999 (Table 3). Occurrence
of nightmares improved from 50% to 43%. The score for
nighttime urination was 66% in 1994 and remained almost
unchanged in 1999.
Sexual activity showed very high disability scores at both
times, around 80%. Patients attributed this problem less to
lack of desire (55% in 1994 and 42% in 1999) than to lack of
energy (92% and 91%, respectively). From the additional
information given, it appeared that in 1994, only 2 of the
35 (6%) did not have a sexual partner. In 1999, 6 of the
remaining 33 (18%) had no partner.
Physical stress caused worsening of CFS symptoms
in most patients in both years, scoring 87% and 90%,

a

From Repeated Measure Questionnaire Section 3, Questions 1 – 14.
Expressed as a percentage of worst possible score (higher score =
greater problem).

respectively. Mental stress apparently caused less worsening at Time Two, the score improving from 76% to 63%.
Most patients experienced fluctuation of symptoms at both
times (85% and 84%, respectively).
Allergies, sensitivities and intolerances scored high initially, 75%, and increased to 84% in 1999.
Overall, these results show that this group of patients
experienced no overall improvement in CFS-related impairment over the 5 years. Social isolation scores were very high
in both years, and some cognitive impairment increased.
However, mental health (D/A) scores improved from Time
One to Time Two and a related question about increased
symptoms following mental stress also showed improvement. In 1999, a number of patients reported in written
comments that they now felt better adjusted to their illness
or that they were now better able to manage their lives in
spite of illness.
Individual results for the Repeated Measure
Table 4 shows the number of patients who had improved
or worsened in the respective sections over the 5 years. On
activities of daily life, 16 patients improved and 10 worsened.

Table 4
Individual patients: changes in section scores, 1994 – 1999a
Sectiona

Better

Worse

No change

Activities of daily life
Cognitive abilities, etc.
Neuropsychological problems, etc.

16
12
13

10
15
6

7
6
14

a

From Repeated Measure Questionnaire Sections 1, 2 and 3. Number of
patients = 33.
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Table 5
One-Time Measure: the difference between now (1999) and 5 years agoa

Health

Health better/ Health worse/
symptoms
symptoms
No change/
fewer
more
don’t know

General health
Severity of symptoms,
better/worse
Number of symptoms

5
8

14
18

13
6

7

11

14

House work + social contact

More

Less

No change/
don’t know

House work you can do
Seeing or visiting family
Seeing or visiting friends
Going out (cinema, theater, etc.)

0
3
2
3

19
22
25
20

13
7
5
9

a
From One-Time Measure Questionnaire Section 4, Questions 2 – 7.
Number of patients = 32.

On cognitive abilities, 12 improved and 15 worsened. On
neuropsychological problems, 13 improved and 6 worsened.
Improvement or worsening was inconsistent across sections. A majority of patients (23) were better on at least one
section, but almost as many (21) were worse on at least
one section. Eleven of the 23 who were better on at least one
section were worse on at least one other. Only 8 patients of
the 23 were better on all three sections, whereas 5 patients
were worse on all three.
On each section and all sections together patient’s scores
from Time One to Time Two were highly correlated (Rank
Order correlation factor (r) higher than .7 and P < .00002 in
all cases).
Results for the One-Time Measure
Table 5 shows that when asked to recollect the status of
their 1994 health and compare it to their present health
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(1999), 5 (15%) claimed that they were better, 14 that they
were worse and 13 that there was no change or that they did
not know. Questions concerning severity and number of
symptoms confirmed the pattern that only a minority of the
patients felt they were better in 1999 than in 1994, while a
majority felt they were worse.
Four of 32 patients indicated their fatigue was better in
1999 than 1994, seven that it was worse. The scoring of
general health was correlated with the scoring of fatigue
(Fig. 1).
No patient in 1999 thought that she could do more
housework than in 1994, while 19 said that they could
do less and 13 claimed that there was no change or did
not know.
A majority of patients stated that their social isolation
had increased, 22 seeing family less, 25 seeing friends less
and 20 going out less (Table 5).
Results compared across measures
Improvement or worsening on 1999’s One-Time Measure were not the same persons who showed improvement or
worsening on the Repeated Measure (Table 6a – c). For
instance, among the five patients whose general health
improved on the One-Time Measure, only one showed
improvement on the activities of daily life, and none on
cognitive abilities. Only two of the five patients claiming
improvement in 1999 showed improvement on neuropsychological problems.
Fig. 2 shows that those improved, unchanged and worsened on the One-Time Measure all showed improvement in
mental health (D/A) score. It is noteworthy that patients
seeing themselves as worse in 1999 had the highest D/A
scores, but also showed the most improvement. In spite of
this improvement, their D/A scores in 1999 remained worse
than those of the other groups.

Fig. 1. CFS patients stating their overall health over the previous 5 years was improved, unchanged and worse, respectively, was compared to lessened,
unchanged or worsened fatigue over the same period. Results from the One-Time Measure (1999).
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Table 6
(a) Individual results compared across measuresa
One-Time Measureb
a

Activities of daily life

Better

No change

Worse

Better
No change
Worse

1
3
1

3
5
5

8
3
3

(b) Individual results compared across measuresc

on the One-Time Measure (Fig. 3). Sleep/Rest was the only
item studied that appeared to have a relationship between
improvement by the Repeated Measure and improvement by
the One-Time Measure.
A specific outcome difference between these two kinds of
measure is that the Repeated Measure showed no increase
in social isolation from family and friends, whereas the
One-Time Measure indicates that isolation increased over
the 5 years.

One-Time Measureb
Cognitive abilitiesc

Better

No change

Worse

Better
No change
Worse

0
2
3

3
6
4

3
4
7

(c) Individual results compared across measuresd
One-Time Measureb
d

Neuropsychological problems

Better

No change

Worse

Better
No change
Worse

2
1
2

3
8
2

5
9
0

a

Based on scores for activities of daily life, Repeated Measure, Section 1.
Based on scores for general health on One-Time Measure.
c
Based on scores for cognitive abilities, etc., Repeated Measure,
Section 2.
d
Based on scores for neuropsychological problems, etc., Repeated
Measure, Section 3.
b

In 1994, patients slept an average of 9.8 h and rested an
average of 4.6 h, for a total sleep plus rest of 14.4 h. In
1999, they did slightly better with sleep of 9.6 h, rest of
3.9 and sleep plus rest of 13.5 h. This improvement in sleep
and rest was mainly due to improvements made by the
group of patients who stated their general health was better

Other results
Repeated Measure noncoded questions asked about medications, treatment regimes, hobbies and other aspects of
their lives. Patients indicated participating in a wide variety
of regular and alternative treatment regimes. We were
unable to find any correspondence between these responses
and improvement or worsening as measured by our instruments. For instance, one patient reported at Time Two that
removing mercury amalgams had produced significant
improvement. However, she also reported sleeping or resting 14 h/day (down slightly from 15 h at Time One) and
her social isolation score had increased. On repeated measures, she was better on one section, worse on another,
overall unchanged.
We also correlated length of illness with 1999 scores, and
with change in scores from 1994 to1999, but we found
no difference.
Most patients (82% in 1999) reported fluctuation of
symptoms, some daily, others weekly, monthly or seasonally. All patients reported what time of day they were most
and least tired. We found no pattern to their responses.
Eighteen patients indicated taking on new hobbies
since becoming ill. These hobbies were predominantly
sedentary (‘‘listening to music,’’ ‘‘distance education,’’ and

Fig. 2. Change in overall health (improved, unchanged, worse) and mental health in CFS patients in 1994 and 1999. Overall health was measured by the
One-Time Measure, mental health (depression/anxiety) tracked by the Repeated Measure. Mental health improved regardless of change in overall health.
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Fig. 3. Daily sleep and rest reported by CFS patients who stated on the One-Time Measure (1999) that over the previous 5 years, their overall health was
improved, unchanged or worse. Only the improved group shows decreased hours for either sleeping or resting.

‘‘embroidery’’). Many new hobbies seemed illness-related,
for instance, ‘‘spiritual development,’’ ‘‘Yoga,’’ ‘‘memory
training’’ and ‘‘self-help groups.’’

Discussion
This 5-year follow-up of patients meeting both 1988 [1]
and 1994 [2] CFS case definitions suggests that (1) recovery
and substantial improvement are uncommon; (2) social
isolation is severe and changes little over time; (3) some
cognitive functions may decline over time; (4) emotional
adjustment tends to improve over time but is unrelated to
illness improvement or reduced disability; (5) some nondefinitional symptoms, including reduced sexual function
and increased allergy, may be common in CFS; (6) patients
interpretation of general health is correlated to fatigue and
to their need of sleep and rest; and (7) different ways of
measuring improvement and worsening may produce inconsistent results. These conclusions are consistent with and
add to many other findings.
Joyce et al. [4] summarized studies showing recovery
rates from 3% to 19% over periods of 1.5– 3 years, with
improvement rates of from 35% to 63%. They noted
worsened prognosis when the illness is defined stringently.
Others confirm this pattern. The 10-year follow-up of the
Lake Tahoe outbreak [8] shows that cases appearing to
meet the 1994 criteria had a recovery rate of 15%, with
only 3% of CFS patients returning to normal or nearnormal activity. Hill et al. [5] studying ‘‘severe’’ CFS over
a 3.4-year course found recovery in 1 of 23 (4%) and
improvement in 9 (39%). Tiersky et al. [9] using both
CDC criteria found only one instance of recovery (defined

as no longer meeting case criteria) in 35 cases followed
from 3 to 4 years. van der Werf et al. [6] studied 78 CFS
patients finding that patients with a short duration of
complaints had more favorable outcomes. After symptom
duration of 15 months, there was no spontaneous recovery.
This is in accordance with Russo et al. [20] who found
that patients fulfilling strict CFS criteria twice, 2.5 years
apart did not recover.
In the present study, we found improvement rates of
3 –15%, depending on the criterion used. However, only
one patient (3%) showed consistent improvement across
all measures combined with a substantial reduction in
illness-related disability. One other case showed improvement on all measures but remained very impaired
(housebound, resting/sleeping 17 h/day). We conclude
that 3 – 6% is a realistic estimate for significant improvement in our sample. From all of the above studies,
including our own, it can be concluded that with CFS
meeting strict criteria; the spontaneous recovery rate does
not exceed 6%.
Almost all our patients reported symptom fluctuation,
including daily, weekly or monthly periods. This, together
with our other findings, suggests that symptoms often
improve or worsen without altering the overall severity of
the illness. Hill et al. [5] documented fluctuation of symptoms by rating illness severity at three points in time, and
they found that among patients who at ‘‘time two’’ had
improved, half were worse again at ‘‘time three.’’ Jason et al.
[21,22] have demonstrated four different phases of CFS
illness by use of cluster analysis.
We found, as did Schweitzer et al. [16] and Anderson and
Ferrans [17], that reduced social contact, strained relationships and loss of friends are typical experiences of CFS
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patients. Out-of-home social activity and entertainment were
especially reduced in our study. Patients typically needed to
rest or sleep 14 h of each 24, greatly reducing the time
available for social/entertainment activities, especially those
occurring away from home.
Several studies have found increasing work disability to
be the norm in CFS [5,9,23]. In our study, work disability
was high initially, perhaps because at Time One, the average
duration of illness was 4 years. Work disability nevertheless
increased, approaching 100% at Time Two. We believe that
most, if not all, of the observed work disability resulted
from the combined impact of severe fatigue and reduced
cognitive capacity.
Being unable to drive and loss of sexual intimacy are
also isolating factors. We found both. Sexual problems
have also been documented by Friedberg et al. [24] and
Jason et al. [25]. In our study, patients report both fatigue
and loss of a partner as reducing sexual activity. Problems
driving have not previously been noted, as far as we are
aware. Because some patients specifically stated that they
have difficulty coping with traffic, or that they could do
only one thing at a time, we suspect that they may have
problems processing multiple stimuli or maintaining attention in situations with rapidly shifting demands. This
finding is in accordance with Ross et al. [26] who found
divided attention deficits in patients with CFS. These
authors concluded that it is probable that CFS patients will
report more cognitive difficulties in real-life situations that
cause them to divide their effort or rapidly reallocate
cognitive resources between two response channels (such
as vision and audition).
The authors noted above [24,25] also found increased
cognitive problems in ‘‘long duration’’ ( > 10 years) as
opposed to ‘‘short duration’’ ( < 7 years) CFS. Most of our
patients fall into the ‘‘long duration’’ category (mean illness
duration at Time Two was 9 years). Cognitive problems
relating to maintaining attention while reading were noticeable in 1994 and worsened by 1999. This is consistent with
another finding; that patients reported devoting less time to
reading (both books and magazines) in 1999 than previously. Investigations of cognitive abilities in CFS have
produced mixed results [9,24,27]. Short et al. [28] were
unable to document them by a series of standard measures.
Because only a few very delimited cognitive problems may
be intrinsic to CFS, we suggest that testers use instruments
focused on real life activities (such as reading a book or
testing in a traffic simulator). Such testing should include
pre- and posttest assessment of fatigue.
Schmaling et al. [29] compared SPECT scans among
patients with CFS and healthy persons while performing a
test of attention and working memory (PASAT). They
found no group differences for performance on the PASAT
despite CFS subjects’ perceptions of exerting more mental
effort to perform the task. Inspection of the scans,
however, suggested a pattern of diffuse regional cerebral
blood flow among subjects with CFS in comparison with

the more focal pattern seen among healthy subjects. The
authors hypothesized that this reflected the need for
recruitment of additional brain regions in CFS patients
during tasks. This finding, if confirmed might account for
CFS patients’ perception of having to expend greater
effort at a task, even when actual performance is comparable to controls’.
It has been seen in many studies, including Ray et al.
[30], that good mental health does not predict improvement.
Our findings are similar. We found that patients with poor
mental health (D/A) scores usually improved in this way
over the 5 years, regardless of whether or not they reported
improvement in overall health. Our findings support Tiersky
et al. [9] that mood improves over time. It also agrees with
studies using the Fennell Phase Inventory [21,22] showing
emotional integration and coping skills improving over
time in spite of relapses or lack of physical recovery. The
findings by Buchwald et al. [31] that psychological distress
was associated with shorter duration of illness are also
consistent with our results.
One aspect of CFS symptomatology, which has received
relatively little attention, is that of allergies and hypersensitivities. Friedberg et al. [24] found evidence of hypersensitivity, a finding consistent with our data showing a high
incidence of these problems at Time One and a trend toward
even greater allergies after 5 years. This aspect of CFS
deserves attention, together with the other aspects of
immunology and neurobiology, which are now being recognized as factors in CFS pathophysiology.
Our finding that different measures of improvement may
contradict each other is not unique. Bell et al. [14] contacted
CFS patients seen 13 years earlier, finding a rather weak
relationship between self-rated improvement and visual
analog (VAS) scores of symptom severity. Some patients
who claimed complete recovery had VAS scores indicating
continuing illness. A majority responding that they felt
‘‘well’’ had such scores. A similar discrepancy is seen in
the Lake Tahoe [8] finding that 15% of CFS cases claimed
‘‘recovery,’’ but only 3% claimed return to normal or nearnormal activity.
Discrepancies in self-report may have a number of
causes, including adaptation level [32], recency effects
[33] and other response biases, as well as poorly framed
questions and faulty memory. In addition, the words used in
a question may not have the same meaning for all respondents. Symptom fluctuation also helps explain our data.
Patients can get better in one way worse in another —
and then reverse that at a later time.
It is remarkable that patients’ responses to questions
about their general health consistently reflected their level
of fatigue. The only other factor that is related to responses
about general health was the amount of sleep plus rest
(Fig. 2). This contrasts with responses to many other
questions posed concerning social life, cognitive skills
and neuropsychological problems where no such relation
was found. For instance, our patient 22 reported on the
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One-Time Measure (1999) that she had, on the whole, improved since 1994. She was housebound in both 1994 and
1999, and her overall score on the Repeated Measure was
unchanged, though she worsened on Section 2, cognitive abilities. She, however, reported reduced fatigue, and that she
now slept/rested only 17 h/day, instead of 21 as previously.
This study included careful diagnostics, thorough medical follow-up and a very low dropout rate. Our unstandardized, self-report questionnaires showed a high test –retest
correlation in a small pilot study and also between administrations in 1994 and 1999. The results also show considerable internal consistency. We thus feel encouraged to view
our findings as a valid reflection of these patients’ experience of CFS, and we continue to follow these patients in
further studies.
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